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    Dusttamer™
aPPlIcatIoNS

DustTamer™ can be used in a variety
of applications and have been installed at:

  Coal piles

  solar plants

  Gypsum piles

  Biomass piles

  petroleum Coke piles

  truCk Dumps

  tailinGs/ash ponDs

  transformer stations

  slaG piles

  sCrap steel piles

  lanDfills

  aGGreGate piles

  Copper ore piles

  hoppers/railCar  

      unloaDers

Coal Pile

GyPsum Pile

HoPPer loaDinG

truCk anD rail DumP
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Dusttamer 
wINd FENcE SyStEmS 

™



CHallenGe

solution

this problem can grow into many more: particulate matter that 

escapes from material handling operations is a hazard, the 

percentage of product lost is money wasted, and heavy fines can 

be imposed when levels of airborne particulate matter exceed 

allowable limits.

fugitive dust in industrial applications is generally created in 

two ways.  the first is through the movement of material through 

a process such as a conveyor or hopper.  the second is through 

erosion, where material in storage or a stockpile is lifted or blown 

from the source.

Dusttamer™ Wind fence systems succeed where other 

longstanding methods fall short. By efficiently reducing wind 

speeds below the particle uptake point, Dusttamer™ Wind fences 

solve the fugitive dust problem by keeping particulate grounded 

in the first place. through the use of innovative and sustainable 

Dusttamer™ technology, worker safety is enhanced, product 

losses are cut, and environmental regulatory standards are met for 

the benefit of your business and the environment.

installation
Dsi engineers can evaluate your existing site conditions and 

determine the proper location, structure type and dimensions, 

and material porosity to achieve the desired protection zone.  

Depending on the level of service required, Dsi can provide wind 

fence and column support design engineering services to turnkey 

solutions. We supply Dusttamer™ fabric, lockbars, standoff 

brackets, and all necessary attachment hardware.

 Dusttamer™   wINd FENcE matErIal FEaturES  
sturDy ConstruCtion

material knitted from industrial grade woven a.C.e. polyester fiber.  self-supporting fabric, no cables required.

unyielDinG to exPosure
resistant to uV rays, inclement weather, and temperature extremes.  able to withstand wind speeds in excess of 100 mph.

resilient
Designed to be tensioned to 500 lbs of pull to prevent fabric damage from “flagging,” unlike weak shade cloth.

maximum CoveraGe for Cost
each standard windfence section is able to span up to 20 feet, using much less material than a rigid wire mesh,  

wooden slats, or other more solid wall options.

flexible oPtions
POROSITIES: 30% and 50%  |  WIDTHS: 90 cm/35.5 inch and 150 cm/59 inch  |  COLORS: forest Green and Desert tan

www.NoduSt.com   |   SalES@NoduSt.com

Do you have a wind generated fugitive dust problem? 

HoW Does it Work?
Dusttamer™ fabric is specially designed to exert a drag force 

on oncoming wind velocity and reduce wind speeds up to 

75% within the sheltered area. By controlling wind speeds, it is 

possible to control levels of particulate matter in the air. 

this is achieved by Dusttamer’s unique porosity which allows 

air to pass through and equalize the differential pressure inside 

the wind-sheltered area. When the wind velocity is lowered 

below the particulate uptake point, over the stored material’s 

threshold, the particulate is unable to be taken airborne. this 

method differs from solid structures which have the potential to 

worsen the problem. although a solid wall can help to enclose 

the area, it creates a lower pressure zone at the dust source, 

which increases wind velocities and airborne particulate.

used as a stand-alone system or in conjunction with fogging, Dusttamer provides protection to 

material stockpiles, truck, rail or loader dump pockets, conveyor transfer points, stacker conveyors 

and load out silos.

WinD fenCe fabriC
Dsi fabric uses a slotted design versus the 

more common basket weave style design.  the 

fabric is self-cleaning as the vertical filaments 

will move with slots 27mm long.  this prevents 

build-up of material and dust on the wind 

fence, which could change the porosity and 

effectiveness of the wind reduction.

  30% porosity

50% porosity  


